A 4IR2 > 4C Concept = Progress
depends on People > Collaborating
in “Context-in-Concert” > Civilly
We Humans (People) are classified by Science as
an Order = Primates > Genus = Homo > Class =
Mammalia > Species > Sapien Sapien > in Extant
(still in existence). Modern Human Beings are Homo
Sapiens Sapiens in Extant (for last 60,000 years).
For reproductive and survival purposes, Homo
Sapiens Sapiens are divided into Child-Bearers/
Retainers and Protectors/Providers to
accommodate the longest dependency period
(birth to independent adult) among all Mammals.

Everything starts with People.

What/Who are People?

To preserve Our Species and facilitate “Survival of
the␣ Fittest” > Human Beings have been specifically
designed to-collaborate (collaborate – not comply –
not cooperate – not compete > collaborate). Only
Collaboration based on the Principles of What is!
and 4A (Anticipate > Accept > Adjust > Adopt) can
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NOW — we offer a light at the end of the
Tunnel of Disruption > the recognition of
“Functional Intelligence” and validating “Degrees
of␣ Competence” that recognize and accept that
Science is based on Principles not Data/Dogma or
Subordinating Perspectives.

ÕRecognition of —
“Functional Intelligence”

YsUpAmerica.com offers the necessary
Curriculum to DIY > Prep for the Top Tiers of Top
Tier Employment during the “Age of Automation”.
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At the moment, Americans failure to collaborate –
anywhere – at much of anything – has America sucking
hind-tit in the Global Economy. America has lost 32%
of its Global GDP market share since 2000. As the
accelerating U.S. National Debt (almost doubled since
2016) > the U.S. escalating Trade Deficit ($60 Billion+/
month) > U.S. Citizens growing dependence on
Government subsidies — so testify.
There are two primary, separate, distinct and
unique Types of People living in America (aka:
modern human beings).
1) X-Chromosome-based DNA built Physiques
> Physiologies > Intellects and their Inherent
Perspectives (to Process – aka: Gatherers).
2) Y-Chromosome-based DNA built
Physiques > Physiologies >
Intellects and their Inherent
Perspectives (to Anticipate –
aka: Hunters).
These two primary types have
fallen into Gender hostility,
parsed communities with
declining standards of living
and rising violence (crime rates).

The 21st Century Problem = Community Living
with no unclaimed territory available for Yschromosome-based DNA unsubscribers like
America’s Westward Movement (e.g.,
Lewis and Clark, and Apple).
Western Movement was
available to those with grit/
Brawn/OJT and had a wide
base (40% of the population).
Westward Movement is now
based on grit /Functional
Intelligence /OJT, which has a
small base (12% of population). In
October 2018, Apple, Google, IBM, and
their friends dropped college degrees as
a requirement for BioSciTech Top Tier
employment. College graduates are now
expendable in the BioSciTech World.
Building permanent communities began
with the advent of farming (domestication of
plants and animals; 10,000 years ago). Our
inherent Gender roles have been under
constant cultural realignment to accommodate
the ensuing non-migratory lifestyle. However,
our chromosome-based DNA-assigned Physiques,
Physiology, Intellects have remained the same.

save America’s Promise during 4IR2 > The Age of
Automation (2012–2072).
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